Product Manager
Background
2bPrecise was established to unlock the value of genomic data at the point of care. We empower physicians to realize the
promise of precision medicine by making precision insights accessible within their workflow. Looking to make a dent in the
universe? Your place is with us!
We are looking for a detail-oriented Product Manager who will help define and drive user stories within our product team.
You need to be data-driven, passionate, and have excellent communication skills. You will need to communicate with
different areas of the company and influence decisions without having actual authority. You will be asked to participate in
customer calls to understand their problems and help define innovative solutions for the broader market. You must possess
a blend of business and technical savviness and have a good eye for user experience as you will be guiding the development
of product features. You will report to the Director of Product Management and work primarily with our engineering team.

Key Responsibilities







Translate customers' problems into well-defined product requirements within user stories.
Work with our UX team to validate design concepts with key internal and external stakeholders, collect UX feedback
and drive open items to closure
Work closely with our engineering team to present requirements and UX definitions, negotiate implementation
tradeoffs, review test plans and be the gatekeeper before a feature is released to the market
Work with our professional services team to understand implementation challenges and provide input on productrelated issues.
Analyze new areas, technologies, and market trends that might impact the product or become opportunities for
additional value
Analyze product usage patterns for understanding customer experiences

Requirements









3+ years of experience in software Product Management
Excellent written and verbal communication skills
Experience with agile development methodology
Experience working with designers, engineers, and various stakeholders to coordinate, plan, execute, and track
product releases from beginning to end
Strong proficiency in Excel and PowerPoint
Bachelor's degree in a technical field
Comfortable with researching new technologies
Willingness to travel to customer sites in North America and Europe

Advantages







Healthcare industry experience
Genetics and\or clinical background
Software development experience
SaaS product management experience
MBA or entrepreneurial experience
Familiarity with long term care facilities and nursing homes environments

General Information




Full time position
Language: Fluent English
Location: Houston, TX
To apply. please send your C.V to: jobs@2bprecisehealth.com
Be sure the file is in PDF format or with file extension .docx

